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There are dangers in being too prescriptive about ethics. People have different ideas about
what is ethical (or not) depending on circumstances. My paper aims to raise awareness of
ethics as part of digital literacy and to encourage more thoughtful and informed critique of
digital heritage practice.
Heritage institutions and professionals often initiate or are involved with e.g. communitybased online projects; use of social media for visitor or community engagement; digital
representations of heritage places and objects and audio-visual storytelling about history
and heritage.
Some challenges raised by digital heritage seem more ‘technical’ than ‘ethical’ though this
is also debatable. Examples include: how to manage and make best use of large amounts of
digital information; ensuring future preservation of and access to digital objects;
compliance with legal and ethical frameworks on digital rights and privacy; and designing
technology that supports and enhances equitable access to digital content. Ethical and
other issues raised by public interaction and online communication via ‘social’ media
platforms produced by Big Tech companies are currently of wide public concern and are
highly relevant to digital heritage. Given the broad scope of the general topic, I will mainly
focus on ethics of digital heritage in projects involving audio-visual representation which
raise ethical questions associated with ‘reality’, truth, authenticity and trust.
As digital projects can be costly and complicated, heritage practitioners commonly
collaborate with technology and media experts who may have different ethical perspectives
on their work. My paper therefore draws on discussion of ethics in technology design and
digital media industries (e.g. documentary and ‘factual’ film and television production) as
well as in the broader field of cultural heritage practices.
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